


CHART OF THE WEEK

The popular trading maxim 
of sell-in-May-and-go-away 
may prove misguided in 
2018? Equities have spent 
three months consolidating 
February’s sharp 
correction. Fears of 
accelerated Fed rate 
increases and a potential 
trade war between the U.S. 
and China have capped any 
gains. There are reasons for 
short-term optimism in 
relation to both concerns.

Source: zerohedge.com



MACROECONOMIC DATA



COMMENTS

• US PCE 

Key inflation gauge watched by the Federal Reserve rose at the fastest pace in more than a 
year. Both headline and core inflation matched consensus expectations. Core PCE 
accelerated to 1.9% vs. 1.6% in February. The uptick largely reflected base effects as a 
monthly decline last March fell out of the equation. Still, the measure is now on track to hit 
the Fed’s 2% target

 Tax cuts and strengthening labor-market conditions will likely boost consumption in the 
second quarter

 The savings rate fell to 3.1% from 3.3% in February. The rate is low by historical standards
and consistent with surging consumer confidence readings

source: bloomberg

PCE CORE CLOSED TO FED’s TARGET



• US ISM Manufacturing

 The manufacturing ISM eased for a second month in April, having reached a near 14-year high in 
February. That still leaves the measure at an elevated level consistent with robust growth in the second
quarter

 The new orders component remained at a particularly solid level despite a slight softening. That
suggests that the headline reading may be overstating any cooling signals and that underlying economic
activity continues to build momentum

 The ISM prices paid gauge rose to at 79.3, the highest level since April 2011, from 78.1 in March. ISM 
employment slipped to 54.2 from 57.3, pointing to a slight moderation to the expansion in factory
payrolls. ISM export orders continued to remain elevated despite slipping back one point to 57.7

 That is more consistent with real GDP growth in the vicinity of 3% or greater, and points to a solid
rebound in second-quarter GDP.

source: bloomberg

ISM PICTURED A SOLID MANUFACTURING SECTOR

COMMENTS



• EU GDP

The euro-area economy slowed in 1Q as bad weather clogged up transport networks in 
some countries and business surveys suggest underlying momentum faded a little

The euro-area economy expanded 0.4% in 1Q, in line with consensus

source: bloomberg

COMMENTS



• FED Meeting (1/2)

As expected, the Federal Reserve held interest rates steady at the May meeting. The 
most relevant new information was the upgraded language in the inflation outlook

Policy makers acknowledged the recent improvement in inflation, but also signaled
confidence that it would “run near”the committee’s 2% objective

FED officials are reinforcing the message that they are willing to accept some degree of 
inflation overshoot for an unspecified period of time

The vote to keep the benchmark interest rate unchanged at 1.50%-1.75% was a 
unanimous 8-0

source: bloomberg
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• FED Meeting (2/2)

Removal of the following language in its entirety: "The economic outlook has 
strengthened in recent months"

"Risks to the economic outlook appear roughly balanced" instead of "Near-term risks"

source: bloomberg; zerohedge.com

FED RELEASED A DOVISH MESSAGE
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• US Payrolls

March payrolls maintained their track record of falling shy of consensus estimates, as well as coming
in weak relative to the underlying trend

 The underlying details showed robust gains continuing in the manufacturing sector, while service 
payrolls were soft and construction hiring slipped, probably in response to inclement weather in the 
month. In fact, weather-related curtailment of hours was much worse than average for March and may
have inflated average hourly earnings, as a result. The strength in manufacturing employment, which
has posted the best 12-month streak since 1998, bodes well for a turnaround in service-sector hiring in 
the near term

 Average hourly earnings rose in-line with consensus expectations for a 0.3% gain. This nudged the 
year-on-year growth rate up to 2.7% from 2.6% prior. Importantly, this metric of wage pressures
remains shy of the 2.8% peak touched in January and in September of 2017. Until wage pressures
materialize more forcefully, monetary policy makers are unlikely to deviate from the course of three-
to-four rate increases that they have laid out for this year.

source: bloomberg
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S&P 500 UST 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EuroStoXX 600 Bund 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EUR vs USD Gold

…REACTIONS



US HY spread EU HY spread

…REACTIONS
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